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Abstract

Reactive force fields (ReaxFF) are a classical method to describe material properties

based on a bond-order formalism, that allows bond dissociation and consequently

investigations of reactive systems. Semiclassical treatment of electrons was introduced

within ReaxFF simulations, better known as electron reactive force fields (eReaxFF), to

explicitly treat electrons as spherical Gaussian waves. In the original version of eReaxFF,

the electrons and electron–holes can lead to changes in both the bond energy and the

Coulomb energy of the system. In the present study, the method was modified to allow

an electron to modify the valence energy, therefore, permitting that the electron's pres-

ence modifies the three-body interactions, affecting the angle among three atoms.

When a reaction path involving electron transfer is more sensitive to the geometric

configuration of the molecules, corrections in the angular structure in the presence of

electrons become more relevant; in this case, bond dissociation may not be enough to

describe a reaction path. Consequently, the application of the extended eReaxFF

method developed in this work should provide an improved description of a reaction

path. As a first demonstration this semiclassical force field was parametrized for hydro-

gen and oxygen interactions, including water and water's ions. With the modified meth-

odology both the overall accuracy of the force field but also the description of the

angles within the molecules in presence of electrons could be improved.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Computational chemistry is widely used to investigate, on atomistic

levels, physical and chemical properties. Quantum mechanical

approaches are employed to describe chemical reactions in the fields

of batteries, photocatalysis, semiconductor, and so forth.1–6 On the

other hand classical molecular dynamics is often used in biochemistry

or to describe fluid properties.7–9 Additionally, ab initio calculations,

due to excessive computational costs, are restricted to small systems

and time scales,10,11 while classical methods can simulate bigger

models, but are nonreactive in nature.12–14

The ReaxFF15–18 is a method that is capable to simulate reactions

on the fly. Through a bond-order based formalism, the interatomic

potential of ReaxFF can even describe reactive events. This allows

investigating reaction phenomena (almost) on the same scale as classi-

cal force fields.19 However, ReaxFF operates with electrons implicitly,

therefore, the method has limitations to describe systems such as

redox reactions in batteries, photocatalysis in fuel cells, or piezo-elec-

tric materials. To explicitly treat excess electrons, eReaxFF20,21 uses

spherical Gaussian orbitals22,23 with constant electron size to describe

the electron wave packets, as described by the equa-

tion: Ψ ~exp �αR2
� �

.
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The excess of electrons or electron–holes in eReaxFF is consid-

ered as additional particles that carry a charge of�1 or +1 e, respec-

tively. But in eReaxFF the excess of electrons does not interact with

core or valence electrons of the respective atom. The reason is that

the core and valence electrons are treated implicitly by the bond-

order approach in ReaxFF. Thus, the electron–electron and electron–

nucleus interactions are calculated through the Coulomb point charge

and short-range Gaussian wave. Additionally, the number of electrons

in a nucleus is determined by an exponential function that decays with

distance and can be split between other nuclei. Consequently, the

number of excess electrons changes the number of valence electrons

of an atom, and therefore the degree of over-coordination of each

atom. Because of the modification in the number of valence electrons,

the explicit electrons change the under- and over-coordination energy

in the ReaxFF routine. However, the corrections for three-body and

four-body interactions had not been implemented in the method

yet.20,21

Force field methods, such as LEWIS24–26 and electron force fields

(eFF),27,28 include explicit algorithms to describe valence electrons.

The capability of both methods to calculate electronic affinities and to

handle valence electrons are promising approaches. Nevertheless, the

procedures are limited to some range of elements and have not been

used to describe complex reactions so far.29–32 To treat electron–

electron and nucleus–electron interactions in eFF, similar to eReaxFF,

the methods use Gaussian wave packets to calculate the Coulomb

point charge between the particles. However, eFF considered the

Gaussian wave packet with a variable size of the electron's wave and

includes Pauli repulsion,32–36 while in eReaxFF electrons have a con-

stant size.

In the eReaxFF method, the energy is calculated for numerous

contributions that range from two- to four-body interactions, as well

as non-bonded interactions such as van der Waals and Coulomb con-

tributions. The energy contributions can be split into over-coordina-

tion penalty, under-coordination stability, lone pair, valence, torsion,

and hydrogen bridge energies.18 The electrostatic interactions can be

calculated by the electronegativity equilibration method (EEM)37,38

when performing standard ReaxFF, however, it includes inadequacies

such as long-range charge transfer, noninteger molecular charges at

large separations, out-of-plane polarization, and so forth. To impede

unphysical long-range charge transfer, the atom-condensed Kohn–

Sham (ACKS2)39 approach provides an extension to the EEM that

improves the atom-in-molecu description e.40 In eReaxFF, the elec-

tron and electron–hole can modify only the over-coordination, pen-

alty, under-coordination, and lone pair energy stability, while ACKS2

describes the electrostatic interactions.

This study aimed at modifying the eReaxFF handling of the

valence energy, such that an ion can have its angles changing with the

presence of electrons. This is motivated by the fact that the presence

of excess electrons usually changes the number of lone pairs and sp-

orbital hybridizations, consequently modifying the angular structure

and possibly entire reaction pathways.41,42 Thus, we consider that

computing the effect on electrons to the valence energy in eReaxFF

(controlling the variation in the angular structure due to excess

charges) is important for the accuracy and better prediction of the

correct reaction path and structure motifs. The modified approach

becomes more relevant when this charge induces changes that are

deterministic for the configuration of the system. To achieve this

angular structure control, new parameters had to be introduced in the

equations. Also, to demonstrate a first application of the new method,

a force field was parametrized for H-O interactions. Additionally, the

molecular dynamics simulations with water ions appear to agree with

the literature.

Restricting the training and validation to hydrogen and oxygen

interactions, especially for water, limited the system to small molecules.

The advantage of using such a system is the simplification and almost

elimination of electron-torsion contributions. Still, our modification in

the eReaxFF formalism has the potential to be applicible to even more

complex systems that contain more extended molecules and other ele-

ments such as carbon, nitrogen, and/or sulfur. Electrolytes for batteries,

conductive polymers, and ion transport in organic membranes are

examples of fields in which our modification to eReaxFF can be applied

as well. Systems in these areas contain complex molecules, where the

electron distribution can affect the geometry and overall reactivity. In

such systems our method can improve the angle description.

2 | COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

2.1 | Method description

The Software for Chemistry and Materials (SCM, Amsterdam Model-

ing Suite)15,16,43 was modified to allow electrons (El) and electron–

holes (Eh) corrections for three-body interactions, hence called

eReaxFF2, while the original version hereafter will be called eReaxFF.

In the new version, eReaxFF2, the valence energy and the angle

between each triple of atoms change according to the number of elec-

trons a the central atom j (considering a sequence of three atoms as i–

j–k). The equilibrium angle is altered by the valence angle (Valangj ), the

number of lone pairs (ηlp,j), the bond order of atom j (BOjn), and also by

the number of El or Eh in the atom j (nel,j orneh,j), as described in

Equation (1). A factor (f) that can range between 0 and 1 is added to

permit that eReaxFF2 acts as eReaxFF.

Δang
j ¼�Valangj þ

Xneighbors jð Þ

i¼1

BOji�nel,j:f ð1Þ

In a similar equation for the degree of over-coordination for valence

electrons (Δxel
j ) in eReaxFF,20 the degree of over-coordination for

valence angle (Δang:xel
j ) is calculated using the newly introduced param-

eters (pxel3jn and pxel4j ), according to Equation (2). Thus, the equation

depends on the type of bond formed with the central atom, and its

bond order between this pair. Additionally, the number of electrons at

the central atom and the type of this central atom will affect Equation

(2). Through all the equations, Δang
j are replaced by Δang:xel

j , while the

other parts of the equations were not modified (Equations (2)–(4)).
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Moreover, the equilibrium angle (θ0) depends on the sum of p-bond

orders (SBO) around the central atom, but the SBO is affected by

Δang:xel
j and ηlp,j. Consequently, by modifying SBO, Δang:xel

j and ηlp,j

changes θ0. Similar as Δang:xel
j , the number of lone pairs (ηlp,j) is also

modified by the number of excess electrons at the central atom, simi-

larly to Equation (1), and therefore also affects θ0.

Δang:xel
j ¼Δang

j :exp pxel4j :nel,j:

Pneighbors jð Þ

i¼1
BOji:pxel3ji

Pneighbors jð Þ

i¼1
BOji

0
BBB@

1
CCCA ð2Þ

SBO¼
Xneighbors jð Þ

n¼1

BOπ
jnþBOππ

jn

� �

þ 1�
Yneighbors jð Þ

n¼1

exp BO8
jn

� � !
: �Δang:xel

j �pval8:ηlp,j
� �

ð3Þ

f8 Δang:xel
j

� �
¼ pval5

� pval5�1ð Þ:
2þexp pval6:Δ

ang:xel
j

� �
1þexp pval6:Δ

ang:xel
j

� �
þexp �pval7:Δ

ang:xel
j

� �
ð4Þ

The presence of excess electrons also affects the relevance that

the angle will contribute to the valence energy (Equations (5)a and (5)

b). The excess of electrons will affect the spring constant of the cen-

tral atom, linearly proportional to the square difference between the

actual and the optimum angle θ0�θijk
� �2

. Moreover, the contribution

of each bond order to the valence energy (f7) is also altered by the

number of electrons (Equation (6)). Here (f7), the electron behaves as

a pseudo bond order in the valence energy expression. Also, the deriv-

ative energy equations were added in the Supporting Information

(Equations S1–S15) and the code was modified to adapt to the pres-

ence of electrons and changes in the derivative energy equations. The

energy derivatives are with respect to the bond order, which has no

direct physical meaning. The derivatives are also with respect to the

distance between electron and nuclei, which gives the interaction

forces between electrons and nuclei. The modified equations are acti-

vated when a tag in the head file of the force field is set to the force

field ([ereaxff2], see Supporting Information), while without the tag,

the code performs the original ReaxFF. As can be observed, in many

cases, the new derivatives conserve similarities to the original version,

for example, f8 0 conserves the original equation, and then multiply the

equation by Δ0ang:xel
j . This procedure improves the code performance

and minimizes the risk to implement a new bug into the code. Com-

paring the energy gradients, virial equation, and forces, between

eReaxFF and eReaxFF2, has some limitations because they represent

two different force field parameterizations. Nevertheless, the continu-

ity and similarity of the values (Figure S14) suggest that no additional

bugs have been implemented in the code.

The standard ReaxFF formalism contains the parameters pval1, pval2,

pval3, pval4, pval5, pval6, pval7, and θ0(equilibration angle)15–18 that deter-

mine the functions f7, f8, f9, and fval, and consequently, also the valence

energy (Eval). The following new parameters were introduced in eReaxFF2:

pxel3, pxel4, pxel5, and pxel6.

fval θ0ð Þ¼ pval1: 1�exp � pval2þpxel5:nel,j
� �

: θ0�θijk
� �2� �� �

, ifpval1 > 0

ð5aÞ

fval θ0ð Þ¼ pval1: �exp � pval2þpxel5:nel,j
� �

: θ0�θijk
� �2� �� �

, ifpval1 < 0

ð5bÞ

f7 BOji

� �¼1�exp �pval3:BO
pval4
ji

� �
:exp �ppxel6,j:n

pval4
el,j

� �
ð6Þ

Eval ¼ f7 BOji

� �
:f7 BOjk

� �
:f8:fval ð7Þ

2.2 | Force field training

We used the covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-

ES)44 to train the force field, operating on the energies obtained

through density function theory (DFT) and using the DFT energy

values as reference. The different structures and energies were calcu-

lated using Gaussian09 (G09)45 with the M062X hybrid functional and

a 6–311++G(p,d) basis set.46,47 The distinctive structures were opti-

mized and then deformed in the direction of the vibrational modes,

having the deformation intensity as a scale vector of the vibration

mode vectors (see vibration vector example in Figure S1). The

optimized structures were used as a reference to compare

the distortion energy; for some reactions, the initial structures were

used as reference energies. The force field was parametrized to addi-

tionally minimize the differences between the energies obtained by

DFT and eReaxFF2 after CMA-ES minimization, such as

e¼P EDFT
i �EDFT

ref

�� ��� �� EeReaxFF2i �EeReaxFF2ref

�� ��n o
. Here, e is the sum

of errors that is minimized, Emethod
i is a single-point energy and Emethod

ref

is the energy of the optimized molecule as a reference structure.

Modifying the atoms' positions of an optimized molecule in the direc-

tion of the vibrational mode vector, allows scanning through bond dis-

sociation and angle modifications.

The El was centralized in the undercoordinated atoms

(e.g., HOO*, * is the location of the El), except for water, where the El

is located at the oxygen atom. The Eh were centralized at the atom

that is over-coordinated (e.g., H3O*, * is the location of the Eh). The

energy profile of single-point calculations, comparing to the energies

obtained by DFT-M062X and eReaxFF2, as well as the location of the

El/Eh, can be seen on the Supporting Information, where the refer-

ence structure energy was set to zero (Figures S1–S13). Moreover,

we ponder that the force field's training can be further improved for

both ReaxFF and eReaxFF2, and the limitation of the method itself

can create artifacts in the simulations. But also, we consider that our

force field might improve the interactions for H–O atoms. The

eReaxFF2 method tends to reduce ~10% or more the sum of errors

when compared to the original eReaxFF approach, with a small incre-

ment in the computational cost. We excogitate that the force field

and methods presented in this study can reasonably simulate ionic
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species in water. And as demonstrated in the Supporting Information,

eReaxFF2 in the majority of the cases provides improved energy pro-

files when benchmarked with DFT calculations.

A common approach to train eReaxFF is to parametrize an anion

as a new atom (e.g., Ag+, Li+), and the El can be added to the nucleus,

obtaining the electron affinity of the anion and a neutral atom

(e.g., Ag0, Li0). This approach uses a quasi-Drude style and does not

require explicit training of the Eh, which is a quasiparticle created by

the depletion of electrons. This strategy shows good results for mono-

valent metal atoms.21,48 Nevertheless, in a system where the same

atom can dynamically be in presence of an El or an Eh (e.g., H3O
+ and

OH�), another procedure may be necessary. Here, the Eh particle is

designed to stay as the electron–hole created by a local depletion of

electrons, for example, when a H3O is close enough to an OH. Then

the electron moves from H3O to OH, creating an electron–hole at the

H3O and an excess of an electron at the OH (creating H3O
+ and

OH�). This strategy has the advantage that the parameters of an

already trained ReaxFF can be used, however, generalization tends to

lack accuracy for different cases.

In the presence of El, the zero-energy reference is set for the

optimized neutral molecule. However, in the presence of an Eh, the

parameters were optimized to have the optimized ion as the reference

energy. Additionally, the El and Eh interactions were trained, as indi-

cated in Scheme 1. Here, the energy of the isolated neutral molecules

was compared with the energy when those molecules were close

enough, consequently, the total charge of the system is neutral. How-

ever, the charge splits between an anion (H5O2
+ or H3O

+) and a cat-

ion (OH�) when the molecules are close enough. Additionally, water is

compared with the superposition of El and Eh, and the superposition

of two El as compared between OH and OH2�. These procedures

aimed at obtaining electron affinities for negative molecules and to

split the charge between different molecules.

Since the calculations involve large-scale distortions in the direc-

tion of the vibration vectors and reactions, changes in angles and

bond dissociation are well considered in the training set (Figures S1–

S13). Additionally, Figure 1 summarizes some of the figures presented

in the Supporting Information. Several structures in a neutral system

have been calculated, including chemical bond strength for H2, OH,

and O2; changes in angles and bond dissociations for H2O, H3, O3,

HO2, H3O, and H2O5; proton (H) transfer on the 3 H2O and 6 H2O

clusters; and changes in torsion, angle, and bond distance for HOOH.

The calculations also include generic paths for the reactions: (I) 2

H2O = H3O + OH; (II) H2O + O2 = HO2 + OH; (III) H2O = O + H2;

(IV) HO2 = H + O2; (V) H2O = HO + H; and (VI) H2 + O2 = H2O

+ O; (VII) O3 = O2 + O. In a charged system containing one El, the

electron affinity is calculated by setting the neutral molecule as refer-

ence, then distortion is applied to the molecules, allowing changes in

angles and bond dissociations. For the systems containing El, we con-

sidered (* indicates that the El/Eh is located on the center of the left

atom): HH*�1, HO*�1, OO*�1, H2O*, HHH*�1, a cluster of

5�H2O�HO*�1, HOO*�1, and OOO*�1. In the presence of an Eh,

the optimized charge is the reference and compared with the dis-

torted molecule and, therefore, we calculated H3O*+1 and H5O2
+1

(H2O-H*-OH2
+1).

2.3 | Molecular dynamics cells

All the molecular dynamics simulations were performed for 20 ps with

a step size of 0.25 fs, in a canonical ensemble (NVT), and with the

SCHEME 1 This scheme was used to
calculate electrons (El) and electron–hole
(Eh) interactions. Calculations of El and Eh
were done by comparing isolated neutral
molecules (H3O, H5O2, and OH) with the
close molecules, thus when the charge is
split into two ionic species in an overall
neutral system (H3O

+, H5O2
+, and OH�).

Additionally, annihilation by El and Eh by
their superposition was compared with a
neutral molecule (H2O). The superposition
of El in OH2� was compared with the
neutral molecule (OH)
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temperature set to 298 or 1800 K. The cells were divided into two

groups: neutral systems and ionic systems, where the ReaxFF and

eReaxFF2 methods were investigated respectively. The cells were

cubic boxes with a lattice parameter of 15 Å. The density of the cells

was ~1.0 g/cm3, and the amount of molecules in each cell is shown in

Table 2.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | General concepts

Both eReaxFF and eReaxFF2 treat the excess of El or Eh without

interacting with the core and valence electrons, and with spherical

symmetry. Nevertheless, errors can be minimized by parametrizing β

and α parameters, while computation efficiency is maximized by

treating only excess El and Eh. Furthermore, the energy due to elec-

tron/valence-electron interactions is implicitly present when the elec-

tron changes the degree of bond order. Calculating the El/Eh with a

constant electron size (α) can cause errors in the calculation, however,

as long as the El/Eh is close to a nucleus, using α in order to set the

electron size in an atom is a reasonable approximation. This allows the

El to alter its size according to the nucleus. Although eReaxFF and

eReaxFF2 have limitations and there is room for future

implementations, both methods have the potential to well-describe

systems containing ions. The El/Eh localization will also affect the

results (here the El/Eh was located in the center of the nuclei), how-

ever, a better procedure would be to set the El/Eh between the

nuclei.

The eReaxFF2 method allows El to modify the equilibrium angle

in three-body interactions, thus, correcting the angles of an ion. The

equilibrium angle is modified by Δang:xel
j and ηlp,j. When the system is

out of the equilibrium angle, the strength to assume equilibrium is

dependent on the angle difference (θ0�θijk). The El acts as a spring

multiplier factor for the angle difference, reducing or increasing the

strength constant of the spring (fval). Therefore, the valence energy

goes to zero when the system finds its equilibrium angle. Moreover,

the valence energy is also altered by the bond order of the atoms

around the central atom (f7). Because El behaves as a pseudo bond

order in Δang:xel
j , Δxel

j , and ηlp,j , the electron can also affect the valence

energy as a pseudo bond order (f7).

The quality of eReaxFF2 to describe ions will very much depend

on the quality of ReaxFF to describe a neutral system. When electrons

are absent in a nucleus, this nucleus behaves as described in ReaxFF.

Moreover, the electron affinity of each ion is calculated through the

eReaxFF method. Since eReaxFF is incorporated inside eReaxFF2, the

ability of eReaxFF2 to calculate electron affinities depends on the

bond energy calculations performed by eReaxFF.

In a DFT simulation, the electrons are distributed in agreement

with the nuclei positions. In eReaxFF2, although the mobility of the

electrons can be controlled by the electron's mass (here set to be 1 a.u.),

tunneling effects are not able to occur because of the particle descrip-

tion of El and Eh performed by eReaxFF. Nevertheless, eReaxFF2

F IGURE 1 Single point calculations comparing DFT-M062X (blue), eReaxFF and the eReaxFF2 (orange) methods. The molecules are distorted
in the directions of the vibrational modes, and the distortion allows scanning the energy profile considering bond dissociation and angle changes.
The following molecules were trained: A.1) OH; A.2) OH�; B.1) H2O; B.2) H2O

�; C.1) H3O; C.2) H3O+; and R) the reaction H2O = O + H2

TABLE 2 Amount of molecules set in the unit cells for the
molecular dynamics simulation, in neutral systems and ionic systems.

Name

Molecules

H2O H3O OH H3O
+ OH�

a–b 105 15 0 0 0

c–d 132 0 5 0 0

e–f 103 5 5 0 0

g–h 105 0 0 15 0

i–j 109 0 0 0 5

k–l 112 0 0 1 1

Note: The names link to Figure 2.
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allows localizing the electrons, which allows simulating, for example,

electron beam irradiation, ion diffusion in electrolytes, or the reduc-

tion of ions at metals. Additionally, eReaxFF2 permits simulating big-

ger models compared to DFT, thus, being a promising method when

ions are part of the system. Considering the CPU time (user + system)

of 62,825.65 s to run the molecular dynamic of H2O and H3O+

(Figure 2B) using eReaxFF; to run the same simulation with eReaxFF2,

the CPU time increased 0.68%, which can be considered a small incre-

ment in the computational cost. The eReaxFF2 approach will come

with approximately the same pros and cons as the standard ReaxFF or

eReaxFF approaches. Comparing these methods, eReaxFF2 has the

advantage to improve the reaction path energy profile in presence of

El or Eh. As aforementioned, eReaxFF2 can reduce at least 10% of

accumulated error of the training when compared to eReaxFF. Never-

theless, because the valence energy is altered by the presence of elec-

trons, also the force between El or Eh with an atom (due to ∂Eval=∂r)

is affected in the eReaxFF2 method, therefore repulsive force can

casuse the El/Eh to escape from the nucleus.

3.2 | Single point calculations

The forces that apply to each atom are calculated by the derivative

energy equations (Equations S1–S15). Nevertheless, the forces

applied to each atom of H2O
1�, where the distortion modulus mod-

ifies the water molecule's angle (Figure S14), indicate that eReaxFF2

leas to a similar slope as eReaxFF, despite the apparent differences

between both methods. The continuity of the energy gradient sug-

gests that no new bugs were introduced in the code.

The energy profile calculated with the eReaxFF2 method shows

similar values when compared with DFT-M062X, especially when the

molecules were neutral and the eReaxFF2 behaves like a common

ReaxFF, where in the majority of the calculations the methods overlap

each other. Nevertheless, some of the results can deviate at strong

deformation, for example at high temperatures (Figures S1–S7). The

bond energy interaction will determine the electron affinity of a mole-

cule, shifting the molecule energy according to the presence of an

electron. eReaxFF2 will accommodate the changes that electrons

F IGURE 2 Molecular dynamics simulations after 20 ps, where water is hidden from visualization. The systems were initially composed of:
(A) H2O and H3O at 298 K; (B) H2O and H3O at 1800 K; (C) H2O and OH at 298 K; (D) H2O and OH at 1800 K; (E) H2O, H3O, and OH at 298 K;
(F) H2O, H3O, and OH at 1800 K; (G) H2O and H3O

+ at 298 K; (H) H2O and H3O
+ at 1800 K; (I) H2O and OH� at 298 K; (J) H2O and OH� at

1800 K; (K) H2O, H3O
+, and OH� at 298 K; and (L) H2O, H3O

+, and OH� at 1800 K
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apply to the three-body interactions, consequently, the quality

eReaxFF2 is correlated with the aptitude of eReaxFF to describe elec-

tron affinities. In general, eReaxFF2 can reasonably well calculate

ionic molecules (Figures S8–S13). Moreover, comparing the results

obtained by DFT-M062X and eReaxFF2, the interactions involving El

and Eh on the same system, as described in Scheme 1, are compara-

ble. The values shown in Scheme 1 and summarized in Table 1 are

(DFT-M062X/eReaFF2): ΔE1 = �12.91/�62.18 kcal/mol, ΔE2 =

�66.19/�66.31, ΔE3 = 0.00/0.08 kcal/mol, and ΔE4 = �95.11/

�95.12, respectively. When the El or Eh is centralized at a hydrogen

atom, our force field fails to accurately describe the electron affinity

of a molecule, for example, the discrepancy between DFT-M062X

and eReaFF2 for ΔE1, or distortion when compared to the energy pro-

files for H2O5
+. Nevertheless, when the El or Eh is located at an oxy-

gen atom, our force field can describe electron affinity with higher

accuracy.

3.3 | Molecular dynamics simulations

First, comparing the temperature effect in the molecular dynamics

simulation (Figure 2, at 20 ps), the temperature will have two effects

on the simulation: one is to accelerate the occurrence of reactions,

and another is to see that the El/Eh escapes from one nucleus to

another.

When H2O and H3O were present in the system, at 298 K, no

reactions were observed during the simulation, however, at 1800 K,

H3O reacted and produced H2 and H2O (Figures 2A,B). When H3O
+

was present in the system, H3O
+ can form H4O

+ and H2O, releasing

one Eh to the system (Figure 2G). Although tetravalent oxygen can

exist in superacids,49,50 the formation of H4O
+ may be an artifact of

the simulation. Because only one H4O
+ is formed in the presence of

15 H3O
+, the reaction tends to be concentration-dependent, and the

formation of H4O
+ was not observed at low concentrations

(Figure 2K,L), supporting this assumption. The same does not happen

at 1800 K, where H3O
+ does not react, but Eh can be removed and

reabsorbed by H3O
+ (Figure 2G).

In the presence of H2O and OH (Figure 2C,D), when HOOH is

formed, HOOH becomes stable in the media. At 298 K, the formation

of HOOH was not observed, which can be due to the diffusion pro-

cess and temporary reactions between H2O and OH. While at

1800 K, HOOH was formed and also reacted, forming O2 and H2O. In

the presence of H2O and OH� (Figure 2I,J), HOOH� is not stable, it

can be formed more often at 1800 K than 298 K, but the El breaks

the molecules, forming again OH and OH�.

When the system contains H2O, H3O, and OH (Figure 2E,F), the

reaction between H3O and OH produces H2O, and the temperature

has only the effect to accelerate the reactions, and also at 298 K

hydrogen peroxide (HOOH) is formed during the reactions. When

H2O, H3O
+, and OH� were in the same cell, no formation of water

could be observed neiter at lower nor at higher temperatures

(Figure 2K,L), and the El and Eh set initially in the water molecule

stays overlapping the oxygen atom of H2O.

3.4 | Comparison with experiments

The results observed in the molecular dynamics simulations are con-

sistent with experimental and theoretical investigations. Although our

trained force field appears to well mimic the energy profile of proton

transfer in water at low and high distortions, a systematic investiga-

tion of water structure, density, and reaction kinetics should take

place. Nevertheless, our simulations could reproduce results from

other investigations: the formation of tetravalent oxygen (H4O
+) in

superacids49,50; the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide (HOOH) by

hydroxide (OH) attack to form water (H2O) and oxygen gas (O2)
51; the

production of HOOH by OH reaction,52 the formation of H3O2 as

proton transfer between H2O and OH53; the predominance of Eigen54

ions over Zundel55 ions (starting with predominant Eigen ions),56 and

the formation of H2 only from two H3O molecules. But the

deprotonation of H3O in water57 was not observed. Comparison with

further experimental results is not trivial because of the limitation to

reproducing the presence of a high concentration of water ions

(H3O
+ and OH�) without the presence of a countger-ion (e.g., Na+) or

catalyst material. Still, eReaxFF2 allows one to isolate a target ion to

analyze, for example, diffusion processes. The stability of H3O
+ and

OH� suggests that eReaxFF can simulate systems containing ions.

When the intention is to simulate ions such as H3O
+ or OH�, instead

of H3O or OH, the presence of El or Eh eliminate the risk of unex-

pected reactions that can exist in ReaxFF (e.g., formation of H2 during

a collision of H3O
+).

4 | CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have modified the standard eReaxFF by modifying

the three-body interaction, here called eReaxFF2. Then the new

parameters and the parameters of standard ReaxFF and eReaxFF have

been trained for hydrogen and oxygen interactions (benchmarking

with DFT-MP02X). The eReaxFF2 methods can adapt the angles of

the molecule in presence of El and Eh, and can also give the electron

affinity of molecules. However, the eReaxFF2 method still has limita-

tions: 1) it does not correct the torsion energy in presence of elec-

trons; 2) the excess electrons do not interact with the core and

valence electrons of an atom; 3) the electron has a constant size and

cannot reproduce excitations; 4) the electron cannot tunnel; 5) the

excess electron behaves only as spherically symmetric with a homoge-

neous distribution. Consequently, the method can fail to well-describe

TABLE 1 Energetics of electron and electron hole affinity as
described in Scheme 1.

kcal/mol ΔE1 ΔE2 ΔE3 ΔE4

DFT �12.91 �66.19 0.00 �95.11

eReaxFF2 �62.18 �66.31 0.08 �95.12
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certain reactions, and therefore the eReaxFF2 method should be com-

pared with DFT or another more accurate method for validation. The

same applies to ReaxFF, which also should be benchmarked against

more accurate methods. Nevertheless, eReaxFF2 can handle larger

scale systems over longer time periods. Additionally, with our test sys-

tem we could show that eReaxFF2 can simulate ions in water, in

agreement with experimental observations.

For the systems that contain H–O interactions, the system can

satisfactorily describe neutral and ionic molecules. The molecular

dynamics show that increasing the temperature also leads to an

increase in reactivity and helps removing the excess of El and Eh from

the nuclei. The molecular dynamics also suggest that El and Eh can

stabilize ionic molecules. Thus, we consider that eReaxFF2 can also be

used as a semiclassical force field for the investigation of water split-

ting. As mentioned above, eReaxFF2 can reduce the sum of errors,

benchmarking with DFT calculations, by ~10% or more, at a low com-

putational cost. In conclusion, eReaxFF2 does improve the predictions

of verifiable results from condensed-phase molecular dynamic simula-

tions, including water.
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